City Cancer Challenge:

City-Focused
Collective Action
Improving cancer care
in cities around the world

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

A world where cities deliver
quality and equitable
cancer care for all.

To create a global community
of cities and partners working
together to design, plan, and
implement cancer solutions
to save lives.

Cities as Laboratories for Innovation
City Cancer Challenge is changing the way public and private
sector stakeholders collaborate around a shared vision of
improving access to equitable, quality cancer treatment
and care. Through City Cancer Challenge, a unique network
of local, regional, and global partners work hand in hand
Tbilisi

to bring technical assistance and complementary resources
and competencies to cities to enable sustainable cancer
care solutions.
The C/Can model targets cities that demonstrate a strong
need and readiness for improved cancer care, with
committed local leaders able to drive the process from
the ground up. A multi-sectoral executive committee in
each city prioritizes specific needs, identifies partners for
capacity building, establishes sustainable financing models,
and monitors results which can be shared with other cities
around the world.
C/Can is currently operating in 4 Key Learning Cities and 3
Challenge Cities.
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Building Cancer Solutions from the Ground Up
An adaptable blueprint for transformation—from cities to the world
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Needs Assessment: Guided by local insights
and expertise, the City Executive Committee
undertakes a comprehensive, city-wide, datadriven needs assessment to identify current
gaps and priorities.
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